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PRESIDENT’S
MESSAGE
Welcome to the
President’s Corner

The world of Blacksmithing
is so vast and great you can
spend your lifetime involved
in this trade and still not be
fully versed. The more you

learn the more you see that you don’t know. As you start
you ask, “What do I get?” and as you proceed with this
skill you should be asking “What can I give?” With the
changing face of Blacksmithing each of us has a rare
opportunity to mentor and to set the bar of learning high
when it comes to help for each other. A Blacksmith alone
is strong; yet when backed and supported by others your
support extends to venues vast and unseen.

The face of Blacksmithing is changing more and more
as individuals are attempting to learn and “going back to
their roots” or “getting off the grid.”  While this is terrific
news for blacksmithing, it generates another set of
problems. In this information age, it can be difficult to
separate the wheat from the chaff. Facts that you learn can
be misconstrued and misinformation can be spread
erroneously with the best of intentions. This can lead to
poor techniques, poor quality products and a lot of
frustration.  That is why we need to be broaden our
individual learning base, and develop the knowledge
associated with our craft -  to become better mentors and
better teachers of Blacksmithing, but as you mentor,
remember you are their Safety Officer. Safety First, all
other issues take a second to safety.

Each of you are to be commended as the organization
continues to grow with safe conduct and knowledge being
passed on. This is your organization and your pride in the
organization shows with the numbers in attendance at the
monthly meeting and the activities taking place that are
not part of the organization structure.

 If you see a new face at a meeting continue with the
“What can I give?” attitude. A smile, hand shake, and an
introduction, coupled with an offer of assistance is the
path of welcome and we are brothers and sisters in the art
of blacksmithing.

Think Safe and be Safe,
                             John Boy Watson

FABA Election Ballot
The five positions open this election are listed
below. There was only one individual per
position nominated and who agreed to run. To
avoid the cost of mailing a ballot to each
member, and since all valid members receive a
copy of the Clinker Breaker, the Board decided
to use this media as a ballot. You may return to
the Secretary via “snail mail” or as an email.
One vote per family membership.

Treasurer _________  Leilani Aletras
Program Chair ____  Sylvia Andrassy
Editor ____________  David Reddy
Northeast Trustee __ Jordan Thomas
Southeast Trustee ______________

Send your ballot to:
Gene Kovacs,
FABA Secretary
501 E. 8th Ave.
Havana, FL 32333
OR
gbkovacs@bellsouth.net

Gene Kovacs
Secretary

Hot! Hot! Hot!  Don’t forget to stay hydrated!



Florida Artist Blacksmith Association (FABA)
is a not-for-profit organization chartered with the State of
Florida and is dedicated to promoting and expanding the
horizons of architectural, artistic and practical
blacksmithing while preserving the rich heritage of this
craft. FABA Officers and members assume no
responsibility or liability for injuries or damage caused as
a result of the use of any information, materials, design,
techniques, etc. contained in this newsletter, our website,
http://www.blacksmithing.org, our Facebook Page  or
provided at meetings or demonstrations.
Contributions to FABA are tax-deductible to the
extent provided by law. FABA publishes the Florida
Clinker Breaker monthly and FABA membership includes a
subscription.  We solicit correspondence and unpaid articles on
any subjects related to FABA’s purposes.  Send to:
editor@blacksmithing.org  Materials submitted must be your
own work and citations of others must be clearly identified.  By
submitting material, you are allowing FABA to edit, print and
post them to FABA’s website.  ABANA Chapter newsletters
may reprint non-copyrighted material if it is credited to the
author and this newsletter.  You need the publisher’s
permission to reprint copyrighted material unless otherwise
noted.
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RAY NAGER
METAL ARTIST  AND BLACKSMITH

863-398-4995
LEARN BLACKSMITHING

   A teacher with 56 years of blacksmithing
experience.  Instructor operated a forge
shop for 36 years.
   Classes can be arranged to fit your
schedule.  Beginner to advanced.  Call for
rates.  We accept Visa, Mastercard and
Discover.

5 DVD set of Peter Ross Demo.
at Madison 2015

being sold by SBA.

Cost for 5 DVD set $90 for orders
received through 9/30/2016, $100
thereafter.  Payable by check made out
to SBA, or cash.

No orders will be filled until 8/24/2016.

Order through me:
Judd Clem
SBA Treasurer
111 Yorkshire Dr.
Athens, AL 35613.

Regards,
Judd Clem



Calendar of Events

NE Sept 3,  Pioneer Art Settlement,
Barberville.

SW No Meeting -
SEE YOU IN OCALA!!!!!

SE Sept 17, Tanah Keeta Boy Scout
Camp, Jupiter

I-10

Capital
Circle NE

X
4746 Mahan Dr.

The calendar includes events of interest to the blacksmithing community. The regions have no boundaries - everyone is welcome everywhere. Come
to more than one if you can. We hold regular meetings in each region on the following Saturdays of each month: NE-1st, NW-2nd, SE-3rd, SW-4th
except for quarterly Statewide meetings. The actual dates vary so check the schedule below. Our meetings are informal gatherings around the forge.
Prospective members are always welcome. Come for all or any part of a meeting, bring your tools or just watch. Most meetings run from 9 AM to 4 PM
and you’ll want to bring a bag lunch if not otherwise noted. If you have any questions about meetings, please contact the Regional Coordinators:

Northeast Region Steven Estenson 352-516-9545 steven@foxwoodforge.com;
Northwest Region John Pfund 850-528-3280 johnwpfund@aol.com
Southeast Region Shaun Williams 954-274-4119 chevaliervaliant@yahoo.com
Southwest Region   Vacant     How about you?

NW  Sept 10,  John Pfund’s Welding Shop
4746 Mahan Drive, Tallahassee, 32308

2016 FABA Conference
Sept 30 - Oct 2

The Ocala Hilton
http://fabaconference.org/
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REGIONAL REPORTS

SW Statewide Regional Meeting -
August 27 at Tandova, Tampa
hosted by Lisa Anne Conner,
Lash Oberst and Tandy Ecenia.
The SW Statewide Regional Meeting will be Saturday
August 27 at Tandova, Inc. 6010 North Armenia Avenue,
Tampa, 9 am until 4 pm.
We will have blacksmithing demonstrations and open
forges. There will also be family crafts to include fiber
arts, lampworking (aka glass bead-making), jewelry
making and more. Potluck luncheon. Beverages supplied.
Open forges all day. Tailgate sales. Iron in the hat raffle.
Come on down, this is a great event.

Lisa Anne Conner

SW will be too busy getting ready for Ocala to
have a September Meeting.  See you in Ocala!

(We are still looking for a
SW Coordinator)

SE -  Meetings
Hello again everyone and thank you for joining us for
another monthly regional report.  Due to the summer heat
and so many of us from the Southeast Region being in
Salt Lake City for the biennial Artist Blacksmith
Association of North America conference, we did not
have a SE Region monthly meeting in July.  We are
resuming our regular monthly meetings in August.

Our August 20 FABA SE Region monthly meeting
will be at Dark Angel Armory & Forge in Pompano
Beach, from 9 am to 3 pm. We will be demonstrating
forge welding.  Our September 17 SE Region monthly
meeting will be at Tanah Keeta Boy Scout Reservation
in Jupiter, from 9 am to 3 pm.

Upcoming events:
 Pompano Beach, Old Town Untapped:  Dark Angel
Armory & Forge and the Florida Artist Blacksmith
Association Southeast Region will be demonstrating at
Old Town Untapped in Pompano Beach, Florida on
Friday, September 2nd, from 6 pm to 10 pm.  Due to
limited space, please let me know if you plan to join us.

The SE Region will be teaching the Blacksmithing
portion of the Metal Working Merit Badge to the Boy
Scouts at Tanah Keeta Boy Scout Reservation all day
from 9 am to 5 pm on November 19th.  Volunteer teachers
are needed.  Please contact me to RSVP.

Upcoming classes:
 Couples Wine Down Forging Night: Friday, September
9th, from 7 pm to 10 pm.  Come as a couple or bring a
friend to our BYOB, wine and cheese evening forging
event.  Come enjoy an intimate evening by forge light,
making your own practical item, such as a bottle opener
or key chain.  Contact Dark Angel Armory & Forge for
more information. Register at darkangelarmory.com

Introduction to Blacksmithing: Dark Angel Armory &
Forge, Pompano Beach, September 10th  from 4 to 9 pm.
Shaun Williams will be teaching four of the nine basic
techniques of blacksmithing: cutting with a hardy hot cut
and a handled top cut, forging a taper, forging a scroll and
twisting to make a decorative and functional S hook.
Contact Dark Angel Armory & Forge for more
information. Register at darkangelarmory.com

Introduction to Blacksmithing: Armory Art Center, West
Palm Beach, September 24th  from 4 to 9 pm.
 Shaun Williams will be teaching four of the nine basic
techniques of blacksmithing, cutting with a hardy hot cut
and a handled top cut, forging a taper, forging a scroll and
twisting to make a decorative and functional S hook.
Contact the Armory Art Center at www.armoryart.org to
register or for more information.

Just a reminder, I am administering a Facebook page for
the SE Region.  I try to post helpful tutorials, vendor
information and other valuable blacksmithing resources.
Look us up and request an invite at Florida Artist
Blacksmith Association Southeast Region.  I look
forward to hearing from all of you.

Shaun Williams

NE August Meeting
The NE Region met in
Barberville on Aug 6th.

Heinrich Hole demonstrated for
us and showed how to make the
raised cubic twist key chain fob
shown in the pictures. He
started with 1/2” round bar
because that’s what he had,
upset the end of the bar then
made a pyramid on the end to
dress it up. He then squared up

the
stock and cut a grove down all
four sides. Before doing any
more, he flattened the end and
punched a hole.  The next step
was to cut opposite corners
with his reciprocating saw. He
then heated and twisted the bar.



this makes the cut part just jump out
and finishes the forge work.  He used
a brass brush to add color, waxed the
piece and, when it cooled, he added
it to the buck in the bucket.
 After he finished, Ben Rogers
showed Heinrich how to make a
defined shoulder behind the pyramid.
 I (Steve Estenson) showed a
reverse Twist.  Then, for the finale, I
did an 8-rod basket twist. When it opened it looked like a
flame. This was added to the buck in the bucket table.
 We did the drawing and raised $83.00, not too bad
with only 24 braving the August heat.
 Lunch had great choices of sides and hot dogs, home
made brownies and veggies.
 Next month Ben Rogers is going to demo making a
knife out of a Harley chain by tapping, welding, and etc,
Ben’s words, sounds like fun.

Thanks,
 Steve Estenson

NW - August Meeting
The Northwest Region met at John Pfund's shop again to
work on our tool box project for the conference auction.
We made tools like punches,
chisels, a nail header, a draw
knife and other items.  This
project was started last
month with only a hammer,
anvil, and forge, we then
made tongs and other items
needed to make the rest of
the tools and wooden box.  All is being made in the
traditional way without modern tools like grinders and
power hammers.

40 people signed in, including two new members, Bob
Pridgen and John Thompson, who joined at the meeting.
John jumped right in and assisted Ron Childers with

making a pair of tongs.  We
had several forged items in
iron in the hat, netting $126
for the club.  Roger Bell's
tomahawk with a bamboo
handle was the gold medal
winner with over 25 tickets.
We broke for lunch around

12:00 and several members came back afterward and
worked some more.  John Pfund is going to have his shop
open every Saturday until we finish our project.

Ron and Roger

Hello everyone from the Northwest Region.
Our September 10 meeting will be held at my
welding shop in Tallahassee. The address is 4746
Mahan Drive, Tallahassee, FL 32308. We will use this
final meeting before the conference to build the actual
toolboxes and to finish up the tools for the Blacksmith
Challenge type Toolboxes to put in the auction at the
conference.

The meetings will run from 9:00 am to noon. I'll be
making pancakes and eggs for anyone who shows up
between 8:00 and 8:30. At noon we'll stop for the Iron-in-
the-Hat raffle.

Lunch will not be provided at the meeting. I suggest
going to an air conditioned restaurant for lunch and then
returning to the  workshop if there are tools to be finished
and enthusiasm to work on them. That's the plan. Anyone
who wants to participate should bring personal safety
equipment(safety glasses at least) and your favorite
hammer. For more information about the "Blacksmith
Challenge" refer to the June 2015 Clinker Breaker:
http://blacksmithing.org/wp/wp-content/uploads/2015-06-
cb.pdf

Hope to see you there!
John Pfund
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2016 ABANA Conference
Salt Lake City, Utah

By
Shaun Williams

I am pleased and excited to recount to you the story
of our epic journey to the ABANA conference.  In
addition to Amy McGrotty, Sylvia Andrassy and myself,
our merry group of adventurers was joined by Arthur
Gibson and his mother Lelia Tavrides, representing
Florida at the ABANA conference in Salt Lake City.
Also representing Florida, and by virtue of our mutual
affectation for kilts, representing Scotland, was our
friend Alfred McClure.  Nestled within the Wasach
range of mountains, Salt Lake City offered a striking and
picturesque location for our blacksmithing adventure.

We found the people of Salt Lake City to be warm and welcoming.   Sylvia, Amy and I arrived in Salt Lake City on
Tuesday evening and attended the first day of the conference, hosted by the Utah State Fair Grounds on
Wednesday.  We were lucky enough to find a wonderful Airbnb house located within blocks of the fair grounds,
making going to and from the conference a breeze.  After registering for the conference and receiving our awesome
little commemorative ABANA anvil paperweights, we made our way out to the exhibition area. The first day was
very quiet with most demonstrators and exhibits still setting up.  It was a pleasant time to walk around and meet
new people without the pressure of crowds and get reacquainted with old friends.

Our first stop was a visit with Dennis Dusek, vice president of the California Blacksmith Association (CBA). Sylvia
and I had made Dennis’ acquaintance through our friendship with Bret Moten, of Infinity Forge in Reno, Nevada,
who was a demonstrator at last year’s FABA conference.  We had come to follow Dennis closely on Facebook and

finally had the opportunity to solidify our friendship in person.
We were not to be disappointed.  Dennis is a tremendously
warm, charismatic, skilled and intelligent blacksmith, open and
approachable and willing to generously share his knowledge.  I
have long been a fan of Dennis’ tool making videos on Youtube
and finally getting to watch him work in person was a real
delight.  Dennis spent most of the week of the conference
leading constant intense striking teams as part of the
collaborative effort led by Canadian blacksmith Jake James in
forging the sculptures of Haphaestus and Aphrodite.

Our second stop was a
visit with master Italian blacksmith Roberto Giordanni, who has had the
opportunity to train with such blacksmithing luminaries as Toni Benetton,
Alfred Habermann, Angelo Bartolucci, and Claudio Bottero.  Roberto was
preparing for his series of classes titled, “The Metal Metamorphosis,” which
focused on demonstrating his own interpretation of Angelo Bartolucci's classic
techniques of forging objects from one piece.  In addition, with the assistance
of Bret Moten, Roberto also completed a complex contemporary sculpture of a
fish titled Steel Head.

An opportunity for anyone to participate in the blacksmithing demonstrations
going on at the ABANA conference was provided by John Barron, who was
leading a project to build a forged steel railing on the Utah State Fairgrounds

Bret Moten & Roberto Giordanni



(ABANA cont.) where the conference
was being held on the last day of the
conference.  Prior to the conference,
organizers had put out a call for
anyone to submit a forged steel ring
meeting certain specifications to be
included in the railing project.
Dozens of artisans had responded to
the call and the fruits of their labor, a
variety of decorative and functional
rings were on display throughout the
conference until they were
incorporated into the railing. (Picture
courtesy of California Blacksmith
Assn).

As I mentioned earlier, Canadian blacksmith Jake James, was leading a team of twelve talented blacksmiths from
all over North America in forging two exquisite complicated and imaginative pieces of sculpture named
appropriately for the Greek God of the Smithy, Hephaestus and the Greek Goddess of Beauty, Aphrodite.
Throughout the week of the conference, numerous stops were made at the tent where Jake and his team forged large
scale sculpture pieces with complex traditional joinery techniques.  In addition to Dennis Dusek, another notable
smith joining Jake in his project was Tony Swatten, of Man at
Arms and Forged in Fire television fame.  Tony was helping Jake
in the “swords into ploughshares” theme of the Hephaestus
sculpture by using a variety of Martially sourced metals, swords,
machine gun and cannon barrels to forge a massive pattern
welded billet that was finally shaped into a ploughshare
incorporated as an element of the sculpture.

I have recently become interested in the forging of traditional
primitive axes of a variety of
designs, so before even
arriving at the conference, I
was looking forward to meeting James
Austin and watching his Viking Axe
demonstration.  I was not to be
disappointed.  James is an extremely
knowledgeable and skilled teacher who
has researched the historical accuracy of
his subject matter in depth in his
attempts to authentically replicate the
process and the final product.  Several
hours were spent watching James bring
his beautiful graceful axe from a piece of
square stock to completion.

Another of our conference favorites was
Monica Coyne, an instructor with the California Blacksmith’s Association,
trained by the likes of Mark Aspery, Toby Hickman and Daniel Miller.  Monica’s
recent focus has been on intricate forged dovetail joinery techniques.  Monica
spent the week forging a representation of a human pelvis from pieces of steel
joined exclusively using wedge dovetails.  According to Monica, a joint in a piece
of ironwork is like a fork in the road. The decisions you make at that point will
dictate the attitude, temperament, and mood of the piece.



(ABANA cont.) I have long been a big fan of the author of arguably the best and
most informative series of books on blacksmithing, Mark Aspery, who was a
demonstrator and teacher throughout the conference.  We had the opportunity and
pleasure to watch Mark teach classes on many of the techniques expounded in his
books including forging decorative animal heads.  Another demonstrator I had the
opportunity to watch was Florida’s very own Jack Klahm who currently specializes
in forging non-ferrous metals.  Jack demonstrated forging aluminum and bronze
for architectural metal work.

One of the high points of the ABANA conference
for Sylvia and me was the “hands on” opportunity
to take a chasing and repousse class with Fred
Zweig.  Like a sparking eyed Santa Claus,Fred
came bearing gifts of chasing and repousse
knowledge.  Fred is an amazing guy, friendly and

funny, knowledgeable and approachable. Fred was a bottomless well of exuberance,
enthusiasm and a teaching Tasmanian devil.  Although nominally contracted to

teach only two classes throughout the conference, Fred
managed to scrounge up the materials and contributed
the time to teach non-stop classes the entire week.
Like a chasing and repousse rock star, Fred had them
lining up to take his class hours in advance.  They kept
on coming and Fred kept on going, squeezing in more
students up until the very end.

When Sylvia and I arrived on Friday to take
Fred’s class, which were first come first
serve, the class was full and the line had
formed an hour before the class started.
Fred graciously informed us that he had
added extra classes the following day but

that we had better get there early.  We arrived at his Saturday class an
hour early and the line had already started forming.  Luckily Sylvia and I
made it in and we were not disappointed.  Fred’s class on traditional
Japanese chasing and repousse in non-ferrous metals was an artistic
journey into a new medium of tools, techniques and materials for us.  I
am hoping to take some of the techniques I learned from Fred to teach to
my own students in the near future.

Another chasing and repousse artist demonstrating
at this conference, was Douglas Pryor, who started
his journey in metal work, much the same way I
did, making functional armor for the martial artist
and medieval re-enactor.  Focusing on combining
the beauty seen in nature, and the technical skill
seen in historical metal work, Douglas Pryor, uses
traditional hand tooling to create
functional and artistic pieces.  Douglas
had some beautiful deeply dished
pieces of art including a full lions face
and an entire frog dished in copper on
display in the art gallery and at his
demonstration table. CLINKER BREAKER,

SEPTEMBER 2016  p8



(ABANA cont.)
Overall, the ABANA conference was an inspiring and informative event.  We went planning on acquiring new
knowledge and came back with so much more.  We got to meet many people that we have only known through the
impersonal world of the Internet and we got to reacquaint ourselves with friends we had not seen in a long time.  We
were exposed to a vast world of  interesting and artistic people, each bringing different unique perspectives and
knowledge to the blacksmithing and metal working arena.

Gallery



PROJECT NOTES—VIKING-ERA PADLOCK
Author: Beth Holmberg and Niels Fulgjyr Mikkelsen,  Reprinted with permission from the
March /April 2016 edition of the California  Blacksmith, the newsletter of the California Blacksmith Association.

Viking-era – 8th to 11th century –Scandinavians kept their worldly goods –
from silver hoards to woolen clothes – in locked chests and boxes.
Some locks were integral (chest locks); others could be used on
anything with a hasp (padlocks or hanging locks). Most used the leaf
spring as a locking mechanism and the key as a tool to compress those
springs. In this article we will focus on forging a padlock similar to one
(right) found in the busy Viking-era trading town of Hedeby (or
Haithabu), near the Danish/German border. It’s a great introduction to
late-Iron Age lock making and has many features typical of locks found
in the Viking world. Here we’re going to try to stay true to the historic
locks. You are always free to use history as a jumping-
off point for your own designs – that’s part of the fun. But please be
cautious about describing the result as “Viking” or “medieval”when you
do so!

A Note on Measurements. No Viking-era blacksmith worked to a blueprint or from standard
stock sizes. A certain amount of this work will be a matter of using what you’ve got and eye-
balling something pleasing. Then, other parts will be forged and sometimes filed to fit. Read
ahead. Think it out, and don’t panic!

Like many from the era, this padlock has three principal elements: a lock housing (that hides
the locking mechanism), a shackle (with leaf springs that hold it in place) and a sliding key (to
compress the springs and open the lock).

The lock housing is made from sheet steel. Ours has a simple figure-8 shape to form two
cylinders, with plates riveted on the top and bottom to enclose it. Holes in the top plate accept
the shackle, and a hole in the bottom allows the key to enter the housing.

Very different from our common modern
padlock, the shackle is not attached to the body.

The two ends each slide into their own holes in the top. On one end are a brazed-
on leaf spring and a warding button. When the shackle is pushed in, the
springs squeeze through the lid and then spring out inside the housing. Now the
shackle can’t be pulled out – the tips of the
leaf spring catch on the roof! The button blocks easy lock-picking.

9

The finished locks, reproductions of padlocks foun
d inJorvik (York) England, and Birka, Sweden.

Beth’s completed lock and key

1
-1/2” - 3”

Continued on page 11
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VIKING-ERA PADLOCK (CONTINUED)
The key is basically a square hole on a stick.
The hole is sized to fit on the end of the shackle
and squeeze the springs in when slid upward.
With the springs compressed, the shackle can
be removed from the housing.

In order for the lock to work, all the parts must
be made to fit each other. Similar locks are
unlikely to have identical sizes and alignments
of parts, so keys are less interchangeable than
they might appear. More complex lock designs
include added leaf springs and hidden barriers
in the housing that let only the correct key-
shape pass through.

Beth has tried creating the holes and slots
using modern methods (drilling and filing),
and using traditional methods (punching and
chiseling), and has found the traditional

method to be much
faster.  Chisel 3/4 of the
way through on an anvil
or cutting block, then

finish over wood.  Beth uses a 1/4” chisel,
a 1/8” round punch, and a 3/16” square

punch.  The round punch is for the rivet
holes.  Use the square punch at the ends of

the slots, and connect using the chisel.

For more information,  check out Niels’ website,
www.123hjemmeside.dk/FULGJYR .  It’s in

Danish, but you can enter the URL in the text box of google translate
(link above already translated).

Continued from page 9

Ward springs expanded (above, left)
and compressed (above, right),
showing how the key closes the springs
enough to release the shackle.

lright) A reproduction by Niels of  a
highly decorated lock of the same basic
design,  found at the Viking settlement
of Jorvik (modern York, England)

Florida Artist Blacksmith Association
Jerry Grice Scholarship  2016

This scholarship was established to honor the memory of Jerry Grice, one of our charter members. Its purpose is to
further the craft of blacksmithing and it is available to any FABA member in good standing.  The award is limited to
the actual cost or $1000, whichever is lesser. It may be used for materials, tuition, lodging and transportation (paid at
the rate of 43.2 cents per mile or the actual cost of public transportation, whichever is lesser).
A letter of application or a detailed email may be submitted provided the applicant answers the following questions:

1. What is your name, address and phone number?
2. How much experience in blacksmithing do you have?
3. How will this instruction help you with your blacksmithing craft?
4. What is the name of the school you wish to attend?
5. What is the name of the course and the name of the instructor teaching the class?
6. What costs will be incurred (tuition, lodging, transportation, etc.)?

Note: By accepting the Jerry Grice Scholarship the applicant agrees to provide a demonstration of skills learned and
write a report of the learning experience including “how-to” for publication in the Clinker Breaker. The next item is
not required but strongly suggested, that an article made by the new knowledge be offered for auction at the Annual
Meeting.
Completed letters of application or emails should be sent to John Butler, Chair, FABA Scholarship Committee, 777
Tyre Road, Havana, FL 32333 or jgbutler@sprintmail.com.
Deadline for receipt is December 31, 2016. Three finalists will be recommended to the Board. The decision of the
Board shall be final. The successful applicant will be notified.



Credit Card Visa__ MC__ Discover__
#_____________________________________
V code_____ Exp Date___________
Signature______________________________

Your FABA membership begins when your application and
membership fee is received. Membership is per family and lasts one
year. Send $25.00 fee and application to:

Leilani Aletras, FABA Treasurer
P.O. Box 180622
Tallahassee, FL 32303

FABA MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Florida Artist Blacksmith Association, Inc.

Date __________ New____  Renewal ____

Name_________________________________ __
Spouse’ Name  ____________________________
Address__________________________________

_____________________________________ ____
City State Zip
Phone:________________________________
E-Mail__________________________________________
Check here to get color newsletter by PDF______

SEPTEMBER, 2016

President John Watson 850-421-8005 Circlejbar3@gmail.com
Vice President Billy Christie 850-421-1386 chriswoodforge@embarqmail.com
Treasurer Leilani Aletras         treasurer@blacksmithing.org
Secretary    Gene Kovacs    850-539-2345    gbkovacs@bellsouth.net
Program Chairman Kirk Sullens 352-357-7221 kirksullens@gmail.com
Past President Jerry Wolfe 941-355-5615 wolfeforge@hotmail.com
Trustee NE Jordan Thomas 352-478-9580 firebrandforge@hotmail.com
Trustee NW Ron Childers 850-556-8403 Ron@munlaw.net
Trustee SE Ralph Nettles 561-906-2827 ralphnettles@msn.com
Trustee SW   Allen Branch   863-235-0033  branchforge@comcast.net
Editor David Reddy 813-875-2098  editor@blacksmithing.org

WebMaster Michael Kummer  941-345-5745  web@blacksmithing.org

FABA Officers

Florida Artist Blacksmith Association
Leilani Aletras, Membership
PO Box 180622
Tallahassee, Fl 32303

Any fees incurred by returned checks will be passed back to the member.
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